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By Distinguished Lecturer in Arabic Jamal Ali

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. In Heartfire Rendezvous, Book II -
The Crossing finds Ogunnire on a freighter in stormy seas, as both antagonists are swept across the
Atlantic towards sprawling Africa. Always the protector of children, Ogunnire is confronted by those
lost and abused, and follows his inner intuitive path, making a way where none exists. The cadre
has felt the summons, and each responds in kind, spiraling towards his nexus, battling all the way.
The web of plot spreads, thickens, presenting portals and thresholds, drawing intersections and
collisions between character and circumstance, vision and unresolved history - fingers of personal
destiny gathering into a fist. Their nemesis pursues, leaving a trail of manic destruction. At home,
Inandara anchors the children who have their own fears to face, chasms to cross, and choices of if,
and how, to engage identities so long denied. Timeless devotion reaches across distance,
transforming, healing, and transporting as their collective tale accelerates, rich with remembrance,
and the scent of percolating prophecy. Heartfire Rendezvous is a Lord of the Rings for people of the
tropics. This trilogy is a...
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ReviewsReviews

It in just one of the best publication. This can be for anyone who statte that there was not a well worth reading through. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ta r a  Jer de-- Ta r a  Jer de

This is the very best publication we have read through right up until now. It is one of the most incredible book we have read through. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Miss Celia  V olkm a n-- Miss Celia  V olkm a n
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